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Introduction

Building a practice-based research network (PBRN) is crucial for developing the

primary care discipline. Its historical principles and models constitute essential

references for building new PBRNs in countries and regions with immature

primary care systems. Therefore, we aim to systematically collect and organize

historical information about the organization, purpose, research approach, data

collection, funding, and key experiences regarding PBRNs in North America

between 1978 to 1994.

Method

This study is a literature review from historical perspective. Researchers conducted

a four-stage search on 6 databases：PBRN Literature database, PubMed, Embase,

Web of Science, Cochrane Library, and Google Scholar. Included papers need to be

published in peer-reviewed journals or by reputable institution (grey literature),

and have full text or abstract with key information. Non-original researches need to

provide empirical information about PBRN development. Original researches need

to be conducted by PBRNs based on multi-clinic cooperation.
Figure 1 The process of search, review and exclusion of target literatures



Result

In this phase, PBRNs were mainly

supported by family medicine or related

academies and institutions. Most of the

networks have 50-300 physician

members. They used three-level

organizational structure (management,

research-communication, and clinical

practice). Their aims are developing

primary care knowledge, supporting

academic family physicians and

improving primary care practice. Their

research work focuses on exploring

primary care services, patients, and

physicians by cross-sectional design and

stably or temporarily collected data

from multi-clinics. Its main funding

source are: government, private

foundations, companies, academies,

academic institutions, and family

physicians.

Conclusion

Clear and ideally aim, academies and research institutions` support, 2-3 years’ maintenance funds,

cohesive and efficient organizational structure, practice-based research question, co-design by

experienced principle investigators and family physicians, trustful and low workload data collection

path, which may be the key elements for a PBRN to be successful in early stage.

Figure 2 The key elements of PBRNs in North America during 1977 to 1994
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